We develop a worst-case analysis of aggregation of ensembles of binary classifiers in a semi-supervised setting, for a broad class of losses including but not limited to all convex surrogates. The result is a family of parameter-free ensemble aggregation algorithms which use labeled and unlabeled data; these are as efficient as linear learning and prediction for convex risk minimization but work without any relaxations on many nonconvex losses like the 0-1 loss. The prediction algorithms take a familiar form, applying "inverse link functions" to a generalized notion of ensemble margin, but without the assumptions typically made in margin-based learning. All this structure follows from interpreting loss minimization as a game played over unlabeled data.
Introduction
Consider a binary classification problem, in which we attempt to build the best predictor possible for data falling into two classes. At our disposal is an ensemble of individual classifiers which we can use in designing our predictor. The task is to predict with minimum error on a large unlabeled test set, on which we know the predictions of the ensemble classifiers but not the true test labels. This is a prototype supervised learning problem, for which a typical solution is to hold out some labeled data to measure the errors of the ensemble classifiers, and then just predict according to the best classifier. But can we use the unlabeled data to better predict using the ensemble classifiers?
This problem is central to semi-supervised learning. It was recently studied by the authors [BF15a] , who gave a worst-case-optimal learning and prediction algorithm for it when the evaluation risk, and the constraints, are measured with zero-one classification error. However, the zero-one loss is inappropriate for other common binary classification tasks, such as estimating label probabilities, and handling false positives and false negatives differently. Such goals motivate the use of different losses like log loss and cost-weighted misclassification loss.
In this paper, we generalize the setup of [BF15a] to these loss functions and others. Like the earlier work, we show that the choice of loss function completely governs an ensemble aggregation algorithm that is minimax optimal in our setting, and is very efficient and potentially scalable to boot.
The algorithm learns a weighting over ensemble classifiers by solving a convex optimization problem. The prediction on each example in the test set turns out to be a sigmoid-like function of a linear combination of the ensemble predictions, using the learned weighting. The minimax structure ensures that this sigmoid "inverse link function," as well as the training algorithm, is completely data-dependent without parameter choices, relying merely on the structure of the loss function. It also establishes the minimax optimal prediction to have structure reminiscent of a weighted majority vote over the ensemble.
Preliminaries
Our setting generalizes that of Balsubramani and Freund [BF15a] , in which we are given an ensemble H = {h 1 , . . . , h p } and unlabeled data x 1 , . . . , x n on which we wish to predict. To start with, the ensemble's 1 arXiv:1510.00452v3 [cs. LG] 5 Dec 2015 predictions on the unlabeled data are denoted by F:
. . . . . . . . . . . .
We use vector notation for the rows and columns of F: h i = (h i (x 1 ), · · · , h i (x n )) and x j = (h 1 (x j ), · · · , h p (x j )) . The test set has some binary labels (y 1 ; . . . ; y n ) ∈ {−1, 1} n . As in [BF15a] , though, the test labels are allowed to be randomized, represented by values in [−1, 1] instead of just the two values {−1, 1}. So it is convenient to write the labels on the test data T as z = (z 1 ; . . . ; z n ) ∈ [−1, 1] n . 1 These true test set labels are unknown to the predictor.
Write [a] + = max(0, a) and [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. All vector inequalities are componentwise. Throughout we use "increasing" to mean "monotonically nondecreasing" to describe a function, for brevity.
Loss Functions
On any single test point with randomized binary label z j ∈ [−1, 1], our expected performance upon predicting g j , with respect to the randomization of z j , is measured by a loss function (z j , g j ). It is apparent that
where we conveniently write + (g j ) := (1, g j ) and − (g j ) := (−1, g j ). We call ± the partial losses, following earlier work [RW10] .
In this paper, we make an assumption on + (·) and − (·):
Assumption 1. Over the interval (−1, 1), + (·) is decreasing and − (·) is increasing, and both are twice differentiable.
We view Assumption 1 as natural, because the loss function intuitively measures discrepancy to the true label ±1. (Differentiability is convenient for our proofs, but most of our arguments do not require it.) Notably, we do not require convexity or symmetry of the losses. We refer to losses satisfying Assumption 1 as "general losses" to contrast them with convex losses or other less broad subclasses.
There has been much investigation into the nature of the loss and its partial losses, particularly on how to estimate the "conditional label probability" z j using (z j , g j ). A natural operation to do this is to minimize the loss over g j ; accordingly, a loss such that arg min
proper loss [SJAM66, BSS05, RW10] , which will be used in later discussions.
Minimax Formulation
The idea of [BF15a] is to formulate the ensemble aggregation problem as a two-player zero-sum game between a predictor and an adversary. In this game, the predictor is the first player, who plays g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; . . . ; g n ), a randomized label g j ∈ [−1, 1] for each example {x j } n j=1 . The adversary then sets the labels z ∈ [−1, 1] n . The key point is that when any classifier i is known to perform to a certain degree on the test data, its predictions h i on the test data are a reasonable guide to z, and correspondingly give us information by constraining z. Each hypothesis in the ensemble contributes to an intersecting set of constraints, which interact in ways that depend on the ensemble predictions F.
Accordingly, for now we assume the predictor has knowledge of a correlation vector b ∈ (0, 1] p such that
i.e. . standard way also used by ERM [BF15a] . So in our game-theoretic formulation, the adversary plays under ensemble classifier error constraints defined by b.
The predictor's goal is to minimize the worst-case expected loss on the test data (w.r.t. the randomized labeling z), which we write
This goal can be written as the following optimization problem, a two-player zero-sum game:
= min
In this paper, we solve the learning problem faced by the predictor, finding an optimal strategy g * realizing the minimum in (3). This strategy guarantees good worst-case performance on the unlabeled dataset, with an upper bound of V on the loss. This bound is perfectly tight, by virtue of the argument above -for all z 0 and g 0 obeying the constraints, our definitions give the tight inequalities
In our formulation of the problem, the constraints on the adversary take a central role. As discussed in previous work with this formulation ( [BF15a, BF15b] ), these constraints encode the information we have about the true labels. Without them, the adversary would find it optimal to trivially guarantee error (arbitrarily close to) 1 2 by simply setting all labels uniformly at random (z = 0 n ). It is easy to see that adding more information through constraints will never raise the error bound V , though it may pose statistical difficulties [BF15b] .
So far, we have given no assumption about the characteristics of (z, g) other than Assumption 1. Many of our results will require only this, holding for these "general losses."
This brings us to our contributions: 1. We give the exact minimax g * ∈ [−1, 1] n for general losses (in Section 2.1). This turns out to depend componentwise on a p-dimensional vector, and is efficient to compute. This is also a constructive proof of a bound on the worst-case loss of any predictor constructed from the ensemble, by Equation (5). 2. We derive an efficient algorithm for finding g * , by solving a p-dimensional convex optimization problem (Section 2.2). We prove this for a broad subclass of losses (the conditions of Lemma 2), including all convex ERM surrogate losses. Extensions to weighted problems and others are in Section 2.3. 3. The optimal g * and an efficient algorithm for it, as above, extended to the case when the constraints can arise from general loss bounds on ensemble classifiers (Section 3).
Results
A few more quantities will be convenient to define before discussing our main results.
The loss-based score function Γ :
(We will also write the vector Γ(g) componentwise with [Γ(g)] j = Γ(g j ) for convenience, so that Γ(h i ) ∈ R n and Γ(x j ) ∈ R p .) Observe that by our assumptions, Γ(g) is increasing on its domain. Therefore, we can discuss its inverse Γ −1 (m).
2 The score function can be thought of as a sort of link function, whereby the inverse Γ −1 (m) is a sigmoid. With these in mind, we can set up the solution to the game (3), which depends on the optimum of a convex function, defined here for further discussion. Definition 1 (Potential Well). Define the potential well
if m ≤ Γ(−1)
Lemma 2. The potential well Ψ(m) is continuous and 1-Lipschitz. It is also convex under any of the following conditions: (A) The partial losses ± (·) are convex over (−1, 1).
(Indeed, the proof shows that the last condition is both sufficient and necessary for convexity of Ψ, under 1.) So the potential wells for different losses are shaped similarly, as seen in Figure 1 .
Lemma 2 tells us that the potential well is easy to optimize under any of the given conditions. Note that these conditions encompass convex surrogate losses commonly used in ERM, including all such "marginbased" losses (convex univariate functions of z j g j ). These constitute a large class of losses introduced primarily for their favorable computational properties relative to direct 0-1 loss minimization.
An easily optimized potential well benefits us, because our learning problem basically consists of solving this optimization. The function we will need to optimize is in terms of the dual parameters, so we call it the slack function.
Definition 3 (Slack Function). Let σ ≥ 0 p be a weight vector over H (not necessarily a distribution). The vector of ensemble predictions is F σ = (x 1 σ, . . . , x n σ), whose elements' magnitudes are the margins. The prediction slack function is
An optimal weight vector σ * is any minimizer of the slack function:
Solution of the Game
These are used to describe the minimax equilibrium of the game (3), in our main result.
Theorem 4. The minimax value of the game (3) is
The minimax optimal predictions are defined as follows: for all j ∈ [n],
Note that g * j is always an increasing sigmoid, as shown in Figure 1 .
Proof of Theorem 4. The main obstacle to solving (3) is the constrained maximization of (z, g) over z, which we handle first. Note that (z, g) is linear in z, so that
so we are basically dealing with the constrained maximization
where the last equality uses Lemma 11, a basic application of Lagrange duality (from [BF15a] , but proved in Appendix A for completeness). Substituting (9) into (4) and simplifying,
The absolute value breaks down into two cases, so the inner minimization's objective can be simplified:
Suppose g j falls in the first case, so that x j σ ≥ Γ(g j ). From Assumption 1, 2 + (g j ) + x j σ is decreasing in g j , so it is minimized for the greatest g * j ≤ 1 s.t. Γ(g * j ) ≤ x j σ. Since Γ(·) is increasing, exactly one of two subcases holds:
A precisely analogous argument holds if g j falls in the second case, where x j σ < Γ(g j ). Putting the cases together, (11) is equal to
We have proved the dependence of g * j on x j σ * , where σ * is the minimizer of the outer minimization of (11). This completes the proof.
The optimization problem we constructed in Equation (11) of this proof warrants a comment. The constraints which do not explicitly appear with Lagrange parameters are all box, or L ∞ norm, constraints. These decouple over the n test examples and are therefore fairly easy to handle -they reduce to the onedimensional optimization at the heart of Equation (11). We introduce Lagrange parameters σ only for the p remaining constraints in the problem, which are "global" over the n test examples and do not so decouple. This technique of optimizing "halfway into" the dual allows us to readily manipulate the problem exactly without using an approximation like weak duality, despite the lack of convexity in g.
We can also redo the proof of Theorem 4 when g ∈ [−1, 1] n is not left as a free variable set in the game, but instead is preset to g(σ) as in (8) 
The proof is a simpler version of that of Theorem 4; there is no minimum over g to deal with, and the minimum over σ ≥ 0 p in Equation (10) is upper-bounded by using σ 0 . This weak duality result generalizes Observation 4 of [BF15a] .
We discuss this more in Section 2.3, but first explicitly introduce the efficient learning algorithm suggested by this section's analysis.
The Ensemble Aggregation Algorithm
Theorem 4 defines a prescription for aggregating the given ensemble predictions on the test set. This can be stated in terms of a learning algorithm and a prediction method.
Learning. Minimize the slack function γ(σ), finding the minimizer σ * that achieves V . This is a convex optimization under broad conditions (Lemma 2), and when the test examples are i.i.d. the Ψ term is a sum of n i.i.d. functions. As such it is readily amenable even to standard first-order optimization methods which require only O(1) test examples at once. In practice, learning employs such methods to approximately minimize γ, finding some σ A such that γ(σ A ) ≤ γ(σ * ) + for some small . Standard convex optimization methods will do this because the slack function is Lipschitz, as Lemma 2 shows (combined with the observation that b ∞ ≤ 1).
Prediction. Predict g(σ * ) on any test example, as indicated in (8). This decouples the prediction task on each test example, which is as efficient as p-dimensional linear prediction, requiring O(p) time and memory. After finding an -approximate minimizer σ A in the learning step as above, Observation 5 tells us that the prediction g(σ A ) has loss guaranteed to be within 2 of V .
In particular, note that there is no algorithmic dependence on n in either step in a statistical learning setting, so our transductive formulation is no less tractable than a stochastic optimization setting in which i.i.d. data arrive one at a time.
Discussion and Extensions
Some further comments are in order.
The work [BF15a] addresses a problem, 0-1 loss minimization, that is well known to be strongly NP-hard when solved directly. Formulating it in the transductive setting, in which the data distribution is known, is crucial. It gives the dual problem an independently interesting interpretation, so the learning problem is on the always-convex Lagrange dual function and is therefore tractable. This work generalizes that idea, as the possibly non-convex partial losses are minimized transductively via a straightforward convex optimization. A similar formal technique, including the use of L ∞ -norm constraints to decompose optimization efficiently over many examples, was used for a different purpose in the "drifting game" analysis of boosting ([SF12], Sec. 13.4.1).
Our transductive formulation involves no surrogates or relaxations of the loss, a significant advantage over previous work -it allows us to bypass the consistency and agnostic-learning discussions [Zha04, BJM06] common to ERM methods that use convex risk minimization. Convergence analyses of such methods make heavy use of convexity of the losses and are generally done presupposing a linear weighting on h ∈ H [TDS15], whereas in our work such structure emerges directly from Lagrange duality and involves no convexity to derive the worst-case-optimal predictions. However, prior work does express the idea that is our explicit conclusion -the learning problem is completely determined by the choice of loss function.
The conditions in 1 are notable for their generality. Differentiability is convenient but by no means necessary, and we assert that the monotonicity condition on ± is natural for a loss function. If it were otherwise, for instance if − were decreasing somewhere, then there would be some loss mapped to by a nonconvex set of g's, indicating that the loss function is not simply a function of the disparity between labels; in this case perhaps a different loss function is warranted.
Indeed, our result on the minimax equilibrium (Theorem 4) holds for all such general losses -the slack function may not be convex, but the interpretation in terms of margins and link functions remains. In particular, the sigmoid function g * (x j σ) is increasing in x j σ for general losses, because the score function Γ is increasing -this monotonicity typically needs to be assumed in generalized linear model fitting [MN89] .
All our algorithms in this manuscript can be used in full generality with "specialist" hypotheses in the ensemble that only predict on some subset of the test examples. This is done by merely changing F and b so that the loss bounds are only over these examples; see [BF15b] , which also shows the experimental efficacy of this approach.
Weighted Test Sets, Covariate Shift, and Label Noise
Though our results here deal with binary classification of a uniformly-weighted test set, note that our formulation deals with a weighted test set with only a modification to the slack function:
Theorem 6. For any vector r ≥ 0 n ,
Such weighted classification can be parlayed into algorithms for general supervised learning problems via learning reductions [BLZ08] . Allowing weights on the test set for the evaluation is tantamount to accounting for covariate shift in our setting.
In addition, the weights used in Theorem 6 can be interpreted as changing box constraints on z; defining z = r • z, we have
whereF is a suitably redefined version of F (s.t.x j = 1 rj x j ). The right-hand side here is formally equivalent to the original problem except for the box constraint on the adversary, which is now nonuniform. This was done for the 0-1 loss in ( [BF15a] , Prop. 5-6), where it was interpreted as constraining the adversary to act under a level of known label noise when r ∞ ≤ 1. It is clear from the above that when r ∞ ≤ 1,
i.e. knowing the noise level always helps in a minimax sense by further constraining z, as was seen for the 0-1 loss in [BF15a] .
Uniform Convergence Bounds for b
Given b as a lower bound on ensemble classifier losses, the slack function can be efficiently approximately optimized, translating into a worst-case prediction loss bound, as detailed in Section 2.2. But there is typically error in estimating b, often quantified by uniform convergence (L ∞ ) bounds on b. The solution to our game in that case involves the dual (L 1 ) norm of the dual vector σ.
Theorem 7. We have
s be the minimizer of the right-hand side above. Then the optimal g * = g(σ * s ), the same function of the optimal weighting as in (8).
(This is proved exactly like Theorem 4, but using Lemma 13 instead of Lemma 11.) So when the ensemble losses are uniformly bounded, we are now searching over all vectors σ (not just nonnegative ones) in an L 1 -regularized version of the original optimization problem in Theorem 4. This particular analysis has been addressed in prior work only for the special case of the entropy objective function on the probability simplex - [DPS04] discusses that special case further.
Examples of Different Losses
To further illuminate Theorem 4, we detail a few special cases in which + , − are explicitly defined. These losses may be found throughout the literature; for further information, see Reid and Williamson [RW10] . The key functions Ψ and g * are plotted for these losses in Table 1 and Figure 1 . We can see that the nonlinearities used for g * are all sigmoids, which arises solely from the minimax structure and the box constraints inherent in the classification game.
• 0-1 Loss: Here g j is taken to be a randomized binary prediction; this case was developed in [BF15a] .
• Log Loss • Absolute Loss: The absolute loss can be defined as 
Constraints on General Losses
In the previous sections since Section 1.3, we make use of the constraints being in terms of zero-one loss.
Here we relax that assumption, allowing each classifier h i to constrain the test labels z, not with the zero-one loss of h i 's predictions, but rather with some other loss.
Observe that all the losses we consider are linear in z, as seen in (4):
clip(x i σ + 1 − 2c) Table 1 : Some losses for transductive classifier aggregation. For convenience, we write clip(x) = min(1, max(−1, x)).
Accordingly, recall that
n is the vector of test predictions of hypothesis h i . Suppose we have an upper bound on the generalization loss of h i , i.e. (z, h i ) ≤ i . If we define
we can use (14) to write
Now (16) is a linear constraint on z, just like each of the error constraints earlier considered in (2). An aggregation algorithm with constraints like (16) can be derived with essentially the same analysis as was used in Section 2 to solve the game (3). In summary, any classifier can be used in our framework for aggregation if we have a generalization loss bound on it, where the loss can be any of the losses we have considered. This allows a huge variety of constraint sets, as each classifier considered can have constraints corresponding to any number of loss bounds on it, including 0 (it can be omitted from the constraint set, providing no information about z), or > 1 (it can conceivably have multiple loss bounds using different losses). For instance, h 1 can yield a constraint corresponding to a zero-one loss bound, h 2 can yield one constraint corresponding to a square loss bound and another corresponding to a zero-one loss bound, and so on.
Matching Objective and Constraint Losses
Despite this generality, we can glean some intuition about the aggregation method for general losses. To do so in the rest of this section, we only consider the case when each classifier contributes exactly one constraint to the problem, and the losses used for these constraints are all the same as each other and as the loss used in the objective function. In other words, the minimax prediction problem we consider is
The matrix F and the slack function from (1) are therefore redefined:
where b = (b 1 , . . . , b p ) and the vectors x j are now from the new unlabeled data matrix F ij . The game (17) is clearly of the same form as the earlier formulation (3). Therefore, its solution has the same structure as in Theorem 4, proved using that theorem's proof:
Theorem 8. The minimax value of the game (17) is V := 1 2 γ (σ * ) := min σ≥0 p 1 2 γ (σ). The minimax optimal predictions are defined as follows: for all j ∈ [n],
Beating the Best Classifier and the Best Weighted Majority
In minimizing the slack function over the dual parameters σ, we perform at least as well as the weighting σ i ≥ 0 p that puts weight 1 on h i and 0 on the remaining classifiers h i =i . In other words, our predictor always has the option of simply choosing the best single classifier i * and guaranteeing its loss bound i * . Consequently, our predictor's loss is always at most that of any single classifier, proving the following observation. Proposition 9. V ≤ i for any classifier i ∈ [p] and any loss .
We provide a short proof in Appendix A using the definitions of this section to better illuminate how they fit together, even though the proposition is evident from the fact that we are minimizing over {σ : σ ≥ 0 p } σ i . For the same reason, our algorithm automatically admits superior worst-case loss bounds to any weighted majority vote as well, given the ensemble loss constraints b .
Proposition 10. V has better guarantees than any weighted majority vote, for any loss such that Γ(−1) and Γ(1) are finite.
The caveat merely excludes loss functions, like the log loss, which involve no "clipping" (truncation to [−1, 1]) of the algorithm's prediction g. For such losses, the prediction of the weighted majority vote can be infinitely penalized if it is incorrect even once, so it does not make sense to consider weighted majorities there in our agnostic setting.
The precise meaning of Proposition 10 should be stressed. It is saying that any weighted majority vote could have a z, consistent with the information in the ensemble constraints, that leads to more errors than the error guarantee for g * . It does not imply that the actual performance of g * will beat every weighted majority, because the constraints could still be unhelpful and the bounds loose. Recent results of [BF15b] suggest that this is a major consideration in the empirical performance of such algorithms, but can be dealt with to realize significant practical benefits from unlabeled data.
A Supporting Results and Proofs
Lemma 11. For any a ∈ R n ,
Proof. We have
where (a) is by the minimax theorem ([SF12], p.144).
Proof of Lemma 2. Continuity follows by checking Ψ(m) at m = ±1. For Lipschitzness, note that for m ∈ (Γ(−1), Γ(1)), by (28), 
where the last inequality follows by Assumption 1. Therefore, by the chain rule and (27),
From this, we calculate F (m), writing ± (Γ −1 (m)) and ± (Γ −1 (m)) as simply ± and ± for clarity:
Therefore, it suffices to show that the other term is ≥ 0. But this is equal to
This proves that condition (C) of Lemma 2 is sufficient for convexity of F (and indeed necessary also, under 1 on the partial losses). We now address the other conditions of Lemma 2. (A) implies (C), because by Assumption 1, − , + , − are ≥ 0 and + ≤ 0, so (29) is ≥ 0 as desired.
Finally we prove that (B) implies (C). If is proper, then it is well known (e.g. Thm. 1 of [RW10] , and [BSS05] ) that for all x ∈ (−1, 1), 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, the inner minimization's objective can be simplified:
Suppose g j falls in the first case, so that x j σ ≥ r j Γ(g j ). From Assumption 1, 2r j + (g j ) + x j σ is decreasing in g j , so it is minimized for the greatest g * j ≤ 1 s.t. Γ(g * j ) ≤ [ + (h i (x j )) + − (h i (x j ))] = 2 i
